
 A set of ‘topsy-turvy’ and 
corresponding ‘tip-top’ 
pictures

10–15 minutes

TRANSFORMATIONS

Take out the topsy-turvy pictures:

An unmade bed
A pair of dirty shoes
A schoolchild in a dirty uniform 
Dirty dishes
A boy crying
A torn book
Tell your child that you have some topsy-turvy pictures, where things are not quite as they should be. Look at 
each picture together one at a time and talk about what makes it topsy-turvy (e.g. the bed hasn’t been made, 
people would much rather sleep in a bed that has been made than one that’s all messy; the boy’s crying, he feels 
sad, all of us would rather feel happy; the book’s torn, the pages will be hard to keep together and the book will 
be hard to use, all of us prefer books that are new and shiny and so on). Lay out each picture in front of you as you 
finish with it.

Now ask your child to transform the topsy-turvy pictures into tip-top pictures. Take the tip-top pictures and show 
them to your child one at a time. Ask your child to decide which of the topsy-turvy pictures each tip-top picture 
should cover. Talk about how each tip-top picture transforms the corresponding topsy-turvy one and improves 
something. While doing this, emphasise that anything can transform into something that is its opposite.

Your child can find the opposite for each topsy-turvy picture.

To develop understanding of transformations 
To know that any object can have an opposite state
To develop dialectic abilities – to know that objects transform into opposites
in predictable ways 
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See what other examples you 
and your child can find of 

topsy-turvy (and tip-top), in 
your home, when out and 

about, in books. 

Talk about why it is topsy-
turvy or tip-top, how each 

could be transformed into it’s 
‘opposite’ state, as well as 

which is the preferred state in 
each example and why. 
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Then talk to your child about some other examples. Say: Can you visualise the things that I’m about to say? That 
means to picture the thing in your head, in your mind. Let’s try this one: A mother struggling to carry bags on her 
own and the child not helping. Can you picture that in your head? Help them with visualising an image of your 
description, by encouraging and repeating elements of it. So why is it topsy-turvy? How could we make that 
situation tip-top? (The child could help the mother carry the bags etc.) Listen to their ideas and discuss as before. 

Other examples: A person sitting down on a full bus when an old lady is standing up; some children arguing; toys 
left all over the floor in an area where the family need to walk about freely.
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Cut out each picture card separately.
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Cut out each picture card separately.
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